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Where is the Green in this System?
Importance of Logistics

”...With our expeditionary mindset, we want to take all of our supplies with us, because we don’t want to have to depend on a very short period of time where you can’t do anything unless you have logistics. So logistics is an important part of being expeditionary. Perhaps that’s the main point.”

General J. L. Jones
CMC
Leading the Corps into the Future?
AFJI – Sep 2001
Why A Sea-Base?
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Current Logistics Concept
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MAGTF has a greater degree of freedom of movement.
Logistic Resupply must be Flexible
Standardized Family of Modular and Streamlined “Big Boxes”

- **Quadcons**: Four connected together make one 20-ft container

- **DD(X) big box** = $\frac{1}{2}$ Quadcon
  - Two stackable (each is 4’9” x 8’ x 3’5”)

- **Same** package from depot origin to combatant
Future Naval Distribution
Supporting an Intermodal Naval Expeditionary Force
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Future Characteristics *(USMC…)*

- **Deploy to & Employ from…*The Sea***
- **Integrated with Naval & Joint Global Logistics IT Network**
- **Naval Logistics *vice* Ground & Aviation**
  - Capability is process-centric at sea or on land
  - Common Naval Processes & Systems
- **24x7 Sea-Base Operations**
  - Act more like Ship’s Company *vice*…passengers
- **Ability for USMC Support Functions to Remain at Sea**
  - Aviation, C2, Medical Services, Fires, and Logistics (-)
- **But…** *Increased* Resupply by Rotary-Wing
The Sea-Base is much more than just Logistics--but Logistics gives you the Sea-Base…
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